One of the questions most frequently asked by scientists/experimenters who design balloon payloads concerns the magnitude of the opening forces of the parachute recovery system. Existing theory and an analytical method recently developed for horizontal deployment are adapted to balloon systems requirements. Engineering methods are used to develop expressions which allow the assessment of the parachute opening forces. 
OPENINt; DYNA4MI(CS
At the ternantion of the Flight when the apex 0. the parachute system is separated from the balloon, the parachute/payload system begins to free fall. The strain energy, which had been stored in the parachute suspension lines, risers, and canopy when the system was supported by the balloon, causes the parachute to be accelerated towards the payload. As the system descent velocity increases a few parachute gores which maý begin to catch air and/or skin drag on the canopy tend to stretch the system back into line. The payload will see a momentary force peak as the systemi snaps back into tension. This "snatch" force is generally taken to be the beginning of parachute filling.
The further motion of the descending system can then be described by Newton's second law of motion.
Integration of Eq. (1) requires a knowledge of the change of air density (p) with time and or the change of drag area (CDS) with time. Let it be assumed that during the opening period the atmospheric density can be represented by
where a, and a 2 are constants and z is altitude MSL. Then altitude at any instant may be determined from dz v(t) (3) dt"
IUDT(KE'S TECIINIQ[E

Opening Force Ratio
Ludtke1 has suggested that parachute opening can be considered with respect to a reference opening time, to. This reference time is the instant when the 0 canopy is considered to have just achieved its fully inflated steady-state diameter and volume for the first time. Additional inflation beyond the reference time is considered to be caused by the elongation of the canopy materials under the applied loads. For purposes of curve fitting the reference time (t ) was established as
the first point on the Infinite mass wind tunnel force-time plot where the insta itaneous force (F) was equal to the steady-state drag force (F.).
For infinite mass conditions where p is constant and v v s it was determine I that
for most solid parachutes. Furthermore, all parachutes have some initial drag area at line stretch (v Vs). Therefore it is suggested that ,,,, L,.,,,,,i+ ]2" .r where tl is defined as the ratio of the projected mouth diameter (DM) at line st -etch to the steady-state frontal diameter (D Expanding Eq. (5)
This expression has been shown to be valid for the finite mass case as well 1 " 2,
Determination of Reference 'lime
At any given time during the parachut• 'itflation the parachute drag force is proportional to the square of the maximum inflated diameter. Using this observation the following assumptions can be made.
(a) The ratio of the insta..taneous mouth inlet area (AM) to the steady-state, fully inflated mouth area (AMO) Is in the same proportion as the instantaneous dra . area ratio. AM R(n)
•: AM 
(b)
The ratio of the instantaneous pressurized tcloth surface (A 3 ) to the canopy surface area (A So) is in the same proportion as the instantaneous drag area ratie.
AS "Ao
(c) The rest of the canopy is r.ssumed to be unpreasurized and therefore has no net air flow.
Applying the principle of conservation orf mass dm, min-mout
where V is the Instantaneous volume of air captured by the parachute and 1C. n, and Cp are coefficients which are a function of the canopy cloth permeability. A more detailed explanation of these coefficierts may be found in reference 1.
CALCULATION OFREFERENCE TuE
Parachute opening data suggests that the initial effective diameter ratios used in Eqs. (7) and (8) may not be the same as the initial drag area ratio. Equations 
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The reference time may now be calculated by making an initial guess for t and numerically integrating Eqs. (1). (3), and (12) sirmultaneously from t -0 and V e 0 to V -V 0 . The quantity V 0 is the known steady Rtate parachute volume which may Le determined ý shown in reference 3. Then the time V -V is a new estimate fur . and the equations can again be integrated to obtain a new estimate for to. This process will converge to to.
S. END POINT DETERMIIkTI ON
Once the parachute reaches its nominal shape it continues to increase in area according to Eq. (4). This inflation process is limited by the loads applied to the & canopy, the elasticity of the canopy, and its constructed strength (Fe). A linear load elongation relationship is used to determine the maximum drag area at any time.
Smax
(13) F F c I , where 6 max is the strain of the parachute material when loaded to its constructed -itrength (F.). At any time the force (F) on the parachute is given by thE drag.
In steady descent the applied load is just the system weight (W) and the parachute drag area is increased by the factor
I2
However, it must be recalled that parachute drag coefficients are usually determined using the parachute nominal drag area. Therefore, at any given time the drag area ratio is limited to (14) and (15).
APPLIC fTONS
In order to evaluate the beliavior of the6e equations a computer program was written to numerically in*egratl, the equations as a function of time. Table I shows the input parameters required for a 135-ft diameter flat circular parachute.
Figures I through 5 show the force, velocity, and drag area ratio aa a function of time for the 135-rt parachute opening at a snatch velocity (v ) of 160 ft/sec in vertical deployment at several snatch altitudes. It can be oL .erved that the system velocity increases after snatch until the drag force exceeds the system weight.
The maximum !orce (F max) occurm well before the parachute is fully open at low altitudes. At 1000 ft MiL, F occurs when the drag area is only 10 percent of max at the higher altitudes. Figure 6 illustrates that for the 135-ft parachute the reference filling time (to) decreases with increasing altitude. Above approxiimately 60, 000 ft MSL the filling time is essentially constant.
in Figure 7 the manimum forces calculated during opening of the 135-ft para-"chute in the vertical and horizontal modes are compared. The difference between the modes of deployme,, nay be partially explained by the fact that at the end of the opening calculation (t >> t ) the drag fcrce tends towards W for the vertical deployment. The maximum openirg force as a function of altitude has a peak at approximately 55, 000 ft. The maximum force is limited by the maximum drag area and velocity experienced. In horizontal deployment the maximum drag force is approximately F., which is the force that would be experienced by the fully open parachute at vs. For vertical deployment F max exceeds F., due to the increase in velocity after snatch. The maximum force in horizontal or vertical deployment may also exceed F due to stretching of the parachute (R > 1).
s
As a second example consider the input parameters shown in Table 2 for a 35-ft parachute. Figures 8 and 9 show Fmax for the opening of the 35-ft parachute in horizontal deployment assuming a constant initial velocity (v, 400 ft/sec)
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CONCLUMONS
If it can be assumed '" tns the snatch force will occur at a relatively constant time aiter separation from the balloon then the plot of Figure 11 shows that it would be better to terminate the mission at higher altitudes rather than at lower altitudes.
Although it is not known whether the snatch ti-ne (t ) is constant with altitude. it is known, in general, to be less than 5 sec based on limited flight data Pt altitudes F above approximately 50. 000 ft MSL.
No attempt is made to quantitatively prove or disprove the validity of the mathematical model herein discu-,aed. It does qualitatively agree with experience and its quantitative results are a function of the input parameters, which may not all be well known. However, the trend analysis provided by the type of plot shcwn
In Figures 10 and 11 is useful for high altitude balloon mis4sion planning.
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•'Y7
Ratio of parachute projected mouth diameter at line stretch to the isteady-state inflated mouth diameter
•'VIM Ratio of initial mouth diameter to steady-state inflated mouth diameter
Y7S
Ratio of initial effective pressurized cloth diameter to canopy nominal diameter P Air density, slugs/ft3
